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Apple as a word for "fruit"

Pine apples in the Middle Ages are not the fruit we give that name to today and oak apples are oak galls.

Apparently "apple" was used as a generic term for "fruit" (Oxford English Dictionary, "apple", n1).

Dioscorides (64 AD, widely used in medieval Europe) calls the fruit of the pine tree its apple. (Gunther, 1934).

Gerard says, describing the Pine Tree, "it is called in Latin Pinus and Pinus Sativa, Urbana or rather Mansueta; in English tame and garden Pine…

"The fruit or apples of these be called in Greeke kwnoi and in Latine  Coni- not withstaning Conos is a common name to all the fruits of these kind of trees…" (p. 1355). The Oxford English Dictionary's first two entries for pine apple are references to pine trees and their fruits (pinecones and pine nuts). (OED "pine apple")

Gerard includes the fruit we currently call pineapple as Ananas Pinias or Pine Thistle, in a section "Of diuers sorts of Indian fruits." (p. 1555)

Oak Apple

Oak apples, however, are not acorns but green galls.  These oak galls are common enough to be pictured by Gerard with the common oke (Quercus vulgaris) and to be included in the medicinal uses. 

Acorns are described as well. Thus, "The Acorns provoke urine and are good against all venome and poison, but they are no of such a stopping and binding faculties as the leaves and barke."

"The Oke apples are good against all fluxes of bloud and lasks, in what manner soever they be taken, but the best way is to boile them in red wine and being so prepapred, they are good also against the excessive moisture and swelling of the iawes and almonds or kernels of the throat." (p. 1341, using v where modern spelling does)."

The Dover Medieval Herb, Plant and Flower Illustrations has an entry labeled "oakapple".  Clearly these oak apples are acorns.

Pineapples

Pineapples, Ananas comosus are native to Central America and northern South America (ref).  They are members of the plant family Bromeliaceae, a family almost entirely confined to the New World. 

Little is known of wild pineapples but they are believed to have originated in South America and dispersed throughout all tropical America from there in very ancient times (Leal, 1995).

Columbus was offered pineapples in Guadalupe on his second voyage (1493) (Vaughn and Geisslr 1997). The native people of Guadalupe considered the pineapple a symbol of hospitaity (Simpson and Orgazaly 2001). Columbus called it the "pine of the Indies". (Kiple and Ornelas 2000).

The Spaniards called pineapples piña, from pine in Spanish, because it reminded them of a pine cone and carried over into English as "pine" or piña initially. (Oxford English Dictionary online). Considering the superficial similarity to pine cones the appropriation of the name pineapple for the newly discovered fruit seems reasonable.

Pineapples were introduced all over the world during the 1500s by the Spanish, Portuguese and Dutch traders. (Simpson and Orgazaly 2001).

From the time of Columbus, reports of how delicious pineapples were, were brought back to Europe. Getting a pineapple (the fruit) across the Atlantic without rotting was another thing entirely. One was brought to Holy Roman Emperor Charles V (reigned 1560-1588) but it was spoiled.

Attempts to grow pineapples in northern Europe were frustrated by its requirement for warm conditions amid the long northern winter. As glasshouses (hot houses) were developed, one of the first fruits to be grown there was the pineapple. The first pineapple grown in England arrived during Cromwell's time, 1653-1658 and in 1661 one was offered to Charles II, but the English king was not impressed. In 1676 John Worledge is reported to have said the fruit was "like a pineapple" and the name stuck (Foster and Cordell 1992).

The earliest mention of pineapple in an English cookbook is Richard Bradley's second book, 1732 (Foster and Cordell, 1992).
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